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1 Summary and Introduction

In this paper, we aim to contribute to the money demand literature by estimating the private

benefits for consumers of using alternative payment methods. We consider the case of Uber

trips in Mexico, where riders can pay with either a credit card or with cash.

We use a simple model in which riders choose the number of Uber trips that they take

and view paying Uber with cash or with credit as different goods. We assume weak separable

preferences so that we can define the demand for Uber “composite trips”, an aggregate of

both type of trips, separately from the choice of payment. Furthermore, we model both the

extensive margin choice of registering a credit card to have access to both payment methods

and the intensive margin choice of how many trips to take with each of the available payment

methods. We allow for heterogeneity among riders in their preferences for paying in cash or

in credit, in their preferences for composite trips relative to other goods, and in the cost they

pay to register a credit card in the application.

We then use three large field experiments to parameterize our model and estimate the

loss in consumer surplus from a ban on the use of cash. We complement and validate these

results with a large survey instrument conducted on the same population and two other

independently run experiments. First, we estimate the elasticity of substitution between

paying for trips in cash versus credit by using price variation in discounts for trips paid in

cash or discounts for trips paid with credit. Second, we use discounts given regardless of

the means of payments to estimate the price elasticity for Uber. And, lastly, we give small

rewards (credit for future trips on their Uber account) if riders register a credit card in the

application to estimate the fixed cost of registering a card. We combine this information

with our structural model to produce theoretically based estimates of the consumer surplus.

We find that the riders of this platform who use cash, either sometimes or exclusively, would

suffer an average private cost of at least 50% of the expenditures on Uber rides paid in cash

before the ban.

The magnitude of our estimates of the loss in consumer surplus from a ban on cash

reflects the following. First, we argue that the effects on riders that exclusively use credit

before the ban on cash is likely to be small, so we ignore them. Second, about 20% of the

expenditure on Uber is accounted by riders that exclusively pay trips in cash (riders without

a registered credit card) and about 50% of the expenditure is accounted by riders that use

both cash and credit cards. Third, while riders that use both means of payments react to

changes in their relative prices, they view both payment methods as very far from perfect

substitutes. We estimate an elasticity of substitution between cash and credit of about three.

Fourth, while riders without registered credit cards react to incentives, we estimate that a
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significant fraction of them face large costs of registering a card. Fifth, we find that riders

have a relatively low elasticity of demand for composite Uber trips –we estimate elasticities

of demand lower than 1.5 and much lower for some groups.

Background, Related Literature on Payments, and General Estimation Strategy

The general area in which our paper makes a contribution is the optimal choice of means of

payment, which itself can be thought as a part of the study of money demand. Examples of

earlier theoretical papers on the choice of payment are the cash-credit model in Lucas and

Stokey (1987), and the model of multiple payment methods in Prescott (1987), as well as

many studies that follow them such as Whitesell (1989), Lacker and Schreft (1996), Freeman

and Kydland (2000), Lucas and Nicolini (2015), Koulayev et al. (2016), and Stokey (2019).

There is also related work which follows the search theoretical literature of money as a

payment method, largely started by Kiyotaki and Wright (1989), which incorporates credit

payments as in Kocherlakota (1998), Lagos and Wright (2005), or Wang et al. (2019).

Recently, the use of cash has received considerable attention by policymakers, who many

times have expressed their negative assessment of its role. Rogoff’s (2017) book, for example,

is called “The curse of cash”. A concrete recent policy carried out along these lines was the

demonetization in India –see Chodorow-Reich et al. (2018) for a description and evaluation

of its macroeconomic effects. Moreover, the use of cash as a payment method for Uber

in Mexico, as well as in other countries such as Panama, has had severe restrictions. In

particular, cash was originally not allowed in several cities in Mexico (for example in Mexico

City or in the city of Queretaro) and was even banned in the city of Puebla, where payments

in cash were previously available. Only recently, the Mexican Supreme Court has ruled the

prohibition of cash as a means of payment by local jurisdictions as unconstitutional.1 Lastly,

in Argentina the restriction from the government on Uber rides amounted to a prohibition

on using credit cards as payment method. Motivated by these recent policies, we estimate

the consumer surplus loss caused by banning cash as a payment method in a city where it

was available.

In more than 400 cities worldwide, Uber allows its riders to select cash as a payment

method –in the same way that their app allows riders to set more than one credit card as

a means of payment. If a rider selects cash, then the rider pays the driver in the same way

that the rider would pay for a taxi ride.2 Section 2 gives more background on the use of cash

in Uber. One of the goals of the paper is to estimate the change in the consumer surplus

1See the decision of the “Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nacion” in the case of “Ley de Movilidad
Sustentable pare el Estado de Colima” in October of 2018.

2There are small differences, such as the ability of Uber to credit either party with differences in the fare
if they cannot exactly make change.
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for riders after cash is banned in a city. We distinguish between the effect on riders that use

both payment methods (we refer to them as mixed riders), and the effect on riders that do

not declare a credit card in the application (we refer to them as pure cash riders).

We build on Alvarez and Argente (2020), who use several quasi-natural experiments to

estimate the effect of the entry (and the effect of the ban) of cash on the total number of

trips, total fares, the number of trips paid with credit, the average price, the average surge

multiplier, the number of active riders, the number of active drives, the rider or driver sign

up rates, the price of taxis, as well as other related variables. They show that cash is heavily

used by Uber riders and that there are large effects on the total number of trips and fares

after an introduction (or ban) on cash. They also find no statistically significant effect from

the entry of cash on Uber prices, the average surge multiplier, the riders’ waiting times of

arrival, or the price of competitors such as that of other ride-hailing companies and taxis.

This is relevant since it will allow us to ignore the effect of the entry of cash on pure credit

riders.3 Importantly, they provide evidence of the relevance of mixed users, those riders using

both payment methods (card and cash) actively. They show, using a natural experiment of

a ban on cash in the city of Puebla, that there is evidence of imperfect substitution across

payment methods both at the intensive and extensive margins (users adopting card as a

payment method after a ban on cash).

For this reason, we distinguish between the effect on mixed riders and the effect on pure

cash riders. We consider the entry of cash to a city as a demand shock for Uber trips. If

Uber is a platform merely connecting riders with drivers, we can analyze the entry of cash

as the change in an industry equilibrium after a demand shock. This shock can lead to an

increase in prices as well as quantities, whose magnitude will depend on the riders’ elasticity

of demand and as well as the drivers’ supply elasticity. If prices were to increase, there would

be an increase in the producer surplus for drivers and a loss in consumer surplus for the

previous riders, especially those who do not use cash (i.e., those who we refer to as pure

credit riders). On the other hand, new riders who either use cash exclusively or who consider

the possibility of using cash –even if they also use other payment methods– would benefit.

Giving the lack of effect on prices, we conclude that the entry of cash has no effect on the

pure credit riders’ consumer surplus. This evidence is consistent with an elastic supply of

drivers at the relevant time horizon (in terms of number of active drivers as well as hours

worked per driver), and hence we disregard the effect on the entry of cash on the drivers’

producer surplus. We use evidence from three large field experiments (randomized control

trials) in which we randomly give riders different prices for paying with cash, paying with

3While our study focuses on riders, the same reasons imply a small effect of the entry or ban on cash on
drivers. We do not focus on the effect of cash as a method of payment on drivers because our data and the
evidence from Alvarez and Argente (2020) comes mostly from the riders’ side.
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credit, or paying with either payment method, as well as different rewards to register their

credit cards in the application. We combine the evidence from a variety of field experiments

and a survey with the evidence documented by Alvarez and Argente (2020) to parameterize

our model and estimate the loss in consumer surplus from a ban on the use of cash.

Riders’ Model and Consumer Surplus

Given that there are large changes in quantities (such as the total number of trips) with the

entry or the ban of cash for payment across Mexican cities, we turn to the estimation of

the effect of such policies on the consumer surplus. For that, we need to estimate how Uber

riders value the use of cash. To do so, we use the standard theory on consumer demand and

consider Uber trips paid in cash as a different good than those paid with credit. As long as

the price of all other goods stays constant, the rider’s consumer surplus from paying Uber

in cash can be obtained by integrating the area under demand, starting with the current

price up to the price at which the demand reaches zero. As the price of paying Uber in

cash increases, riders who have credit cards can substitute rides paid with cash for rides paid

with credit cards and also for other goods. Likewise, as the price of paying Uber in cash

increases, riders without credit cards can substitute rides paid with cash for other goods or

register a credit card in the application. In other words, we can consider both the intensive

and extensive margin decisions to estimate the (entire) demand for paying Uber in cash.

In principle, we can estimate the demand for paying Uber in cash by designing a set of

experiments with increasingly higher prices for Uber paid in cash. Unfortunately for our

study, we cannot implement such experiments. Instead, we implement three experiments in

which we reduce prices (i.e., we offer discounts) to riders: two of the experiments target pure

cash riders and one mixed riders. The two experiments for pure cash riders aim at estimating

both the intensive and extensive margin responses of riders to the incentive. The one for

mixed riders aims at measuring only the intensive margin response to prices. We use these

experiments to estimate a parametric model which can compute the consumer surplus lost if

cash is banned. Below we outline the experiments and how we use their findings.

We consider a simple model of an Uber rider who is in a city where he or she can pay

in cash or with credit. There are three goods in the model: Uber trips paid in cash, Uber

trips paid in credit, and an outside good. We assume that the utility function is quasi-linear

in the outside good, a simplification which we argue is a good approximation given the low

budget share of Uber trips.4 We assume that a rider can register a credit card in the Uber

4In Section 3.5, we test all the restrictions implied by our experimental data on an aggregate quasi-linear
utility function and find that all restrictions are satisfied. Quasi-linearity is well-known to make the consumer
surplus, the compensating variation, and the equivalent variation identical. Additionally, even though we
only have three goods, we can consider a setup with more goods, some of them closer substitutes and some
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app only after paying a fixed cost. Otherwise, riders can only pay with cash. With enough

randomized price increases, we could in principle identify the model without any parametric

assumptions. In practice, we have a limited number of experiments and only price decreases.

Thus, we use a parametric version of the model to conduct the necessary extrapolation and

estimate the consumer surplus. Whenever we have to make a choice, we take a conservative

approach, such as in our choices for parametric forms and other auxiliary assumptions; that

is, we choose the versions that give the smaller consumer surplus from using cash. The rider’s

model and the strategy for identification of the relevant parameters is discussed in Section 3.

Field Experiments

The three randomized control experiments were conducted in the State of Mexico. These

experiments are discussed in Section 4. For each rider we know their historical number of

trips, the average price paid per trip, the average miles per trip, whether they have registered

a credit card in the application, the percentage of trips in cash, and his or her tenure with

Uber among other things. The first experiments gave discounts to mixed users that were

specific to the means of payments. In particular, the experiment had a total of six treatment

groups of about 20,000 riders, each with a registered credit card. These riders received

discounts of either 10% or 20%. Some of them received discounts for paying for trips in cash,

some received discounts for paying with credit, while others received discounts regardless of

payment method. The control group (approximately 90,000 riders) received no discounts.

We estimate an elasticity of substitution between paying for trips (or miles) in cash versus

credit by using the price variation in the discounts for trips paid in cash or discounts for trips

paid with credit. Our estimate of the elasticity of substitution is about three. Additionally,

we use the discounts given regardless of the means of payment, that is, a discount just to use

Uber, to estimate the price elasticity for Uber rides. We estimate price elasticities for miles

as large as 1.1 evaluated at current prices.

Next, we discuss the estimate of consumer surplus lost in a cash ban for mixed riders. To

put this in perspective, about 50% of the riders in the State of Mexico are mixed riders. Our

estimation uses the estimates of the elasticity of substitution between Uber paid in cash and

Uber paid in credit, the price elasticity of Uber trips (or miles), the historical distributions

at the rider level of the share of expenditure in cash, and the number of trips per week. As

discussed above, this is equivalent to increasing the price in cash from its current value to

infinity –or to the price at which there will be no more trips paid in cash. The effect of this

increase can be decomposed into two parts. The first is the change in choice of payment for

close complements of Uber. As long as we keep the price of these goods fixed, the consumer surplus measured
in the simple three good model is the same as in the one with all these other goods.
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Uber for a given number of trips, which depends on the elasticity of substitution between

paying for Uber rides with cash and paying with credit, as well as the share of trips paid

in cash. The second is given by the changes on the ideal price index for Uber trips caused

by the cash ban, which depends on the price elasticity of Uber trips. Integrating across all

types of mixed users we find that the loss in consumer surplus is larger than 25% of the total

amount spent on Uber by the mixed riders.

We use the second and third field experiments to estimate the consumer surplus of pure

cash riders, which are about 25% of the riders in the State of Mexico. A ban in cash increases

the price of a trip which for a pure cash rider means that either he or she registers a credit

card and becomes a pure credit rider, or he or she ceases to use Uber. Thus, to measure

this loss in consumer surplus we use data from two different experiments that target the

population of pure cash riders as well as information from the ban on cash in the city of

Puebla studied in Alvarez and Argente (2020). In the first experiment, we randomize the

size of the discount faced by pure cash riders for a week and measure the effect on their miles

and number of trips. We use four treatment groups of 23,000 riders each with discounts of

10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% and a control group of 56,000 riders. From this experiment, we

estimate the demand for Uber trips for pure cash riders. For instance, we find price elasticity

for miles (or trips) of about 1.3 evaluated at current prices.

The second experiment on the pure cash riders involves giving them a small reward (credit

for future trips on their Uber account) if they register a credit card in the application. We

have six treatment groups of about 20,000 riders each. We offer reward equivalents of about

3, 6, or 9 times the average weekly expenditure on Uber if they register a credit card. The

reward is offered to a group of riders if they register a card in less than a week and the same

reward if offered to another group of riders if they do so in less than six weeks. We consider

these two time frames to test for the hypothesis that riders may not register their credit card

in the application even though they do have one. Our understanding is that it is difficult

to obtain a credit card in Mexico within one week, but reasonable within six. Thus, the

temporal migration patterns (e.g. pure cash riders becoming mixed riders) are informative

about whether the likely margin of response is to register a credit card that the riders already

have, or to obtain a new credit card. We obtain two findings from this experiment. The first

is that the small incentives raise the rate of registering a credit card about twice as much as

the one for the control group.5 The second is that the rate at which pure cash users register

a credit card in six weeks is higher, but relatively close to the rate for the case of one week.

Indeed, most of the excess migration to credit cards occurs in the first week. From the second

5This corresponds to the rate at which riders register a credit card conditional on making a trip. This
conditioning is used for the week-long experiment to ensure that riders are aware of the promotion. The
difference is smaller if we use the unconditional rates.
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finding we conclude that the migration from cash to credit for small rewards is mostly riders

registering credit cards they already own.

We use the two experiments for pure cash riders, the elasticity of substitution between

paying Uber in cash or paying with credit for mixed users, and the rate at which these riders

only use credit after the ban in Puebla studied in Alvarez and Argente (2020) to estimate

the parameters that we need to compute the consumer surplus lost from a ban on cash. If no

cash riders become credit users, then the loss from banning cash is the same as the consumer

surplus from using Uber, which we estimate for this group to be at least as large as 50% of

their expenditures on Uber. On the other hand, from the evidence in Puebla we know that

there may be about 30% of pure cash riders who switched to credit cards. Using the second

experiment for pure cash riders, as well as the elasticity of substitution between cash and

credit previously estimated for mixed users, we estimate a consumer surplus loss for those

that migrate to credit as just below 40% of their expenditures on Uber. Aggregating both

groups we obtain that the average loss in consumer surplus from a ban on cash for pure cash

riders is about 47% of their expenditures on Uber.

Throughout, we compare and complement the estimation of the price elasticity of Uber

trips (and miles) with two other price experiments, a quasi-natural experiment in Uber

Panama, and a survey instrument. We use the data of two independently conducted randomized

price experiments implemented by Uber to compare the price elasticities we obtained in our

experiments. These experiments were not designed to measure the price elasticities of a cash

rider nor to measure the elasticity of substitution between paying for Uber trips in cash

or paying with credit. Yet, in both cases, we find that the price elasticities are roughly

similar to ours when we take into account the different populations that were subject to

discounts. One of the experiments is particularly useful since it allows us to compare the

elasticity found in our experiment (obtained with discounts that lasted only for one week) to

estimates where the discounts lasted for four weeks, which presumably better approximates

a permanent change in prices. The elasticities estimated in our experiments are very similar

to those found in that experiment. The quasi-natural experiment in Panama is important

because of a sudden and very large change in the cost and licensing requirement for drivers

that dramatically decreased the number of drivers allowed to work for Uber. This experience

allows us to estimate the price elasticity for Uber trips with large price increases and to

validate our structural assumptions.

Furthermore, in order to obtain more evidence about the choke prices of the users in our

experiments, the price at which the demand becomes zero, we implement a survey instrument.

The survey was sent to the users almost a year after the experiments took place and asked the

users how would they respond to different price changes, including very large price increases.
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We verify that for price changes similar to those in our experiments, the reported elasticities

are informative about the revealed preference elasticities. We then compare the reported

choke prices to those implied by our model. We find that both are remarkably close, providing

additional validation to our structural assumptions.

Contribution and Limitations of the Study

In summary, in the State of Mexico 20% of expenditure is accounted by pure cash riders, and

50% are mixed riders –whose cash share of trips is about 42%. Aggregating the estimates

discussed above, we find that the loss in consumer surplus due to a ban in cash is about 50%

of the expenditure on Uber paid in cash. Importantly, given that lower income households

are more likely to rely on cash as their primary mode of payment (Alvarez and Argente,

2020), the cost from a ban on cash falls disproportionately on these households.

As explained above, given that we use price discounts instead of price increases, our

strategy necessarily involves estimating a demand function for prices below the current

equilibrium prices and extrapolating prices above them. To do this extrapolation, we use

a parametric model for the demand for Uber composite trips as well as its corresponding

indirect utility. In our choice of the definition of Uber trips and our parametric model we

strive to be conservative by making choices that give a lower bound to the consumer surplus.

For instance, our choice of the functional form of the demand with constant semi-elasticity

is not only consistent with the local convexity we find in the relationship between composite

trips and prices, but it also indicates a finite choke price. For pure cash riders it means

a choke price about twice as large as the current equilibrium price. To put this price in

perspective, our estimates of the consumer surplus of a cash rider who faces a prohibitively

large cost for adopting credit is about half of the expenditure on an Uber trip. Instead,

Cohen et al. (2016) use a discontinuity design based on the rounding of prices dictated by

the surge algorithm to estimate the consumer surplus of Uber for three large U.S cities and

find it to be about 1.6 of the expenditure of Uber riders. This difference is in large part

explained by the different elasticity that Cohen et al. (2016) estimates for US riders versus

pure and mixed users in the State of Mexico. In our case the price elasticity at the current

equilibrium values is 1.3 for pure cash users, 1.1, for mixed users, and 0.7 for pure credit

users. In Cohen et al. (2016) the price elasticity is below 0.55.6

Lastly, we think that obtaining a well identified estimate of the elasticity of substitution

between cash and credit for a given good (Uber rides) is in itself an interesting contribution

to the empirical studies of money demand. We estimate this elasticity to be about three,

which is surprisingly low. Our strategy does not identify the mechanism for this low elasticity.

6See Table 3 of Cohen et al. (2016), first row with surge multiplier 1.2.
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One possibility is that the high use of cash in other goods in Mexico, makes the use of cash

in Uber complementary even for those that own credit cards.7 For instance, Alvarez and

Lippi (2017) construct a model in which cash and credit are used simultaneously and find

some evidence consistent with the proposed mechanism for developed countries. There are

very few studies on the behavior of a household when faced with a differential cost in the

means of payment. Klee (2008) estimates the time it takes to pay using different methods in

grocery stores by using data from time stamped cash registers but has no variations in the

prices. Humphrey et al. (2001) use aggregate semiannual time series from Norway during

the 1990s and the observed price variations across payment methods to estimate the pattern

of substitution between cash, checks, and debit cards. Amromin et al. (2006) use a one time

change in the toll booth prices on a Chicago highway, which differ depending on whether the

payment is made in cash or with a transponder; the price of the tolls paid in cash doubled

and those with a transponder kept constant.

2 Institutional Background

Although Uber went live in 2010, it only started accepting cash as a payment method in

May of 2015. The ride-hailing company first rolled out cash into the application’s payment

options in Hyderabad, India. Following its success, they extended the option to four more

cities in India that year. By the end of 2016, the cash payment option became available

in over 150 cities and, by 2018, this number grew to over 400 cities and 60 countries. This

includes most Latin American countries including Brazil and Mexico, the two largest in terms

of population.

Uber was launched in Mexico in 2013. The first city with the service was the Greater

Mexico City, which is composed of Mexico City and its adjacent municipalities in the State

of Mexico. As of 2018, Uber was in more than 40 cities in Mexico. The Greater Mexico City

is one of the top ten most active cities in the world in terms of rides for the company. Cash

as a payment option was introduced in Mexico in 2016 after the experience the year before

in India. Figure 1 shows the share of trips and fares paid in cash in the cities where Uber

was available in October of 2017. The figure shows that for most cities, more than half of

the trips and fares are paid in cash.8

A few local governments, nonetheless, prohibited cash as a payment method for Uber rides

7Cash is the main method of payment used in Mexico. Around 95% of all transactions below 25 USD and
87% of transactions above 25 USD are conducted in cash. The share of transactions paid in cash is above
90% for most goods in the economy.

8On average, the trips paid in cash are shorter. As a result, the share of fares paid in cash is slightly lower
than the share of trips paid in cash.
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Figure 1: Uber Mexico: Share of Cash by City
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Note: The graph shows the share of trips and fares paid in cash in different cities in Mexico. The red bars
show the fraction of trips paid in cash. The blue bars show the share of fares paid in cash. The sample of
cities are those that were active in October of 2017.

at first. Cash was not allowed in Mexico City (as defined by its political boundaries) at first,

even if it was allowed in all surrounding areas. In this case, the local government prohibited

drivers from receiving any payments in cash, non-banking pre-paid cards, or payment systems

in convenience stores through electronic wallets. The same occurred in the city of Queretaro,

which is a mid-size city close to Mexico City. In Puebla, payments were limited to electronic

payments, but the government did not enforce this until the murder of a young student

allegedly by a Cabify driver, another ride-hailing firm. The ban on cash in the city of Puebla

took place in December of 2017. In November of 2018, the Mexican Supreme Court struck

down a state ban on cash fares for ride-hailing firms that set a national precedent for Uber

and other firms. By a vote of 8-3, the court ruled that a ban on cash fares in the small

western state of Colima was unconstitutional. Uber introduced cash as a payment option in

Mexico City and Queretaro after the court’s decision.
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3 Rider’s Model and Consumer Surplus

We describe the rider’s preferences used to estimate the cost of a ban. We assume that during

a ban the price paid for Uber in credit as well as the price paid for other related goods, such as

taxis, are kept constant. These assumptions simplify the problem, but they are also consistent

with the available evidence in Mexico documented by Alvarez and Argente (2020). Thus,

we ignore the potential cost for the drivers or the benefits for pure credit users registered

before the ban coming from a potential price decrease. Hence, our model exclusively studies

the problem of riders that face potentially different prices for Uber rides paid in cash and in

credit, and fixed prices for the rest of the goods.

The essential ingredients are a general utility function for n + 1 goods, one good being

“Uber composite trips”, and good n + 1 representing the rest of the goods, with constant

marginal utility, i.e. utility is quasi-linear. We distinguish as different goods Uber rides paid

in cash and Uber rides paid in credit. Technically, composite Uber rides are given by an

aggregator of Uber rides paid in cash and Uber rides paid in credit. We complement this

intensive margin problem with the problem of choosing to register a credit card, which we

assume is subject to a fixed cost. In particular, agents have access to Uber trips paid in

credit only if they pay a fixed cost.

We consider the welfare cost for riders in the case of a ban on cash as means of payment for

Uber rides. In particular, we start with an initial situation where riders face the same price

for Uber rides paid in cash and Uber rides paid in credit. Facing equal prices, heterogeneous

riders choose whether to register a credit card or not. Starting from this situation, we

consider the change in riders welfare, measured in dollars, if there is a ban on Uber rides

paid in cash or, equivalently, the welfare effect of increasing the price of Uber rides paid in

cash to infinity. We show that this welfare loss equals the area under the demand for Uber

rides paid in cash, which takes into account both intensive and extensive margin, as well as

the initial conditions. We discuss the challenges to identify this demand, the assumptions,

and the data we use to attempt to overcome them.

3.1 Intensive Margin Rider’s Problem

We assume that the rider’s utility function is given by

u (x1, x2, . . . , xn;φ) + xn+1

where x1 are composite Uber rides (to be defined in detailed below), the goods or services

x2, x3, . . . , xn are close substitutes and/or complements to Uber (say, for example, taxis), and
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the good xn+1 represents the rest of the goods and services. Preferences are quasi-linear, with

the marginal utility of income normalized to one. We assume that u(·; θ) is strictly concave

and increasing in its n arguments. We let φ index the preferences of different riders, and let

K be the distribution of φ across riders.9

One advantage of quasi-linear preferences is its simplicity, since equivalent and compensated

variations are the same. We also think that it is a reasonable assumption given the small

share of expenditure that goes to Uber rides. We take an agnostic, reduced form approach

to the reasons why riders prefer one type of payment to the other by modeling them as two

different goods. In particular, Uber composite rides x1 are themselves given by a constant

returns to scale function x1 = H(a, c;φ), whose arguments are a, denoting Uber rides paid in

cash, and c, denoting Uber rides paid in credit. Composite rides equal total rides only when

both means of payment are available. The function H summarizes the preferences between

paying in cash or credit. We assume that H(·;φ) has constant returns to scale and that it is

strictly quasi-concave. It is convenient to have a specific notation for the price of Uber rides

paid in cash, for which we use pa, and Uber rides paid with credit, for which we use pc. Note

that, in general, a rider facing finite values of (pa, pc) will use both means of payments. We

let p2, ..., pn the price of the rest of the goods.

Summarizing, the utility function is quasi-linear and weakly separable in rides paid in

cash and in credit. The intensive problem for the rider is:

v(pa, pc, p2, . . . , pn;φ) = max
a,c,x2,...,xn+1

u (H (a, c;φ)) , x2, . . . , xn; θ) + xn+1 (1)

subject to paa+ pcc+
n∑
i=2

pixi + xn+1 = I

where I is the total income of the rider. Furthermore, we assume throughout that I is large

enough so that there is always positive consumption of the good n + 1. Note that we have

normalized pn+1 = 1, so we can interpret the numeraire as dollars (or pesos!). The indirect

utility function v is one of the key objects of our theory, since we will use it to measure

consumer surplus. As discussed above, in our analysis we will keep the prices {p2, . . . , pn}
fixed, so we omit them for most expressions. For instance, we write v(pa, pc;φ) suppressing

{p2, . . . , pn}. We denote the optimal choices for Uber rides paid in cash and in credit solving

the intensive margin problem in equation (1) as: ã(pa, pc;φ) and c̃(pa, pc;φ).

Our weakly separable specification allows us to isolate the choice of the means of payment

from the total demand for Uber rides. In particular, given the assumption that H is

homogeneous of degree one, a rider choice of her share of trips paid in cash depends only

9Almost all the time we use φ to refer to types defined by variables that we can observe.
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the rider’s type φ and the relative prices of Uber rides paid in cash vs credit pa/pc, but it

does not depend on the total income I or any feature of the utility function u. On the other

hand, taking prices pa = pc = P faced for riders that have access to both means of payments,

the demand of Uber composite rides depends only on its common price P and on the utility

function u and it is independent of the function H. In general, we can define the ideal price

of one composite Uber rides using H as:

P(pa, pc;φ) = min
a,c

paa+ pcc subject to H(a, c;φ) = 1 (2)

We normalize the units of H(·;φ) so that H(p, p;φ) = p for any p > 0. We let a(pa, pc)

and c(pa, pc) be the choices that attain the minimum in equation (2) so that P(pa, pc) =

paa(pa, pc) + pcc(pa, pc). The functions a and c are homogeneous of degree zero in (pa, pc)

while P is homogeneous of degree one in (pa, pc). The ideal price index is given by P(pa, pc),

and increasing in convex function of (pa, pc). We assume that H is such that P(∞, 1;φ) and

P(1,∞;φ) are both finite. For instance, if H is given by a CES function, we require the

elasticity of substitution to be larger than one.

3.2 Extensive Margin Rider’s Problem

We assume that a rider can use a credit card to pay for her rides only if she pays a (flow)

fixed cost ψ ≥ 0. We denote by θ = (ψ, φ) a vector that completely specify the type of the

rider. Thus the full problem for the rider is:

V(pa, pc; θ) ≡ max {v (pa, pc;φ)− ψ , v (pa,∞;φ)} (3)

The first option is to pay the fixed cost ψ –which is part of rider type θ– and face prices

(pa, pc) for rides. The second choice is to save the fixed cost ψ, but to have access only to

rides pay with cash, which we represent as having an infinite price for rides paid in credit i.e.

pc =∞. We let 1c (pa, pc; θ) ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator which equals one if the optimal decision

in equation (3) is to register a credit card in the application and zero otherwise.

We express the fixed cost in its equivalent flow value, which we denote by ψ. This converts

the fixed cost in units comparable with v (pa, pc;φ), which is a flow. Later on we introduce

a discount rate ρ which converts the flows into stocks, so that ψ/ρ will be its stock value or

actual value of the fixed cost. The discount rate ρ incorporates pure time discounting and

the expected duration for the registration of the credit card and/or the expected duration of

the Uber service.

We can now define the rider’s demands for Uber paid in cash and credit, denoted by
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a∗, c∗, taking into account the intensive and extensive margins:

(a∗ (pa, pc; θ) , c
∗ (pa, pc; θ)) =

(ã (pa, pc;φ) , c̃ (pa, pc;φ)) if 1c (pa, pc; θ) = 1

(ã (pa,∞;φ) , 0) if 1c (pa, pc; θ) = 0

for any type θ = (ψ, φ).

We use the cumulative distribution functions G and K to describe the distribution of

fixed cost conditional on φ, and the distribution of φ respectively. In particular we let

ψ ∼ G(·|φ) and φ ∼ K(·) describe the cross sectional distribution of θ = (ψ, φ). We assume

that the distribution of ψ conditional φ has a continuous density and denote this density as

g(ψ|φ) = G′(ψ|φ) for all (ψ, φ). We use F for the implied distribution of types θ.

3.3 Welfare Cost of Ban in Cash and Consumer Surplus

Given the assumption of quasi-linearity we can aggregate the welfare level of riders and

measure it in units of numeraire. We normalize the units of a trip so that when both means

of payments are available, the price of a trip is 1, i.e. we normalize the length of rides so that

prices before the ban are pa = pc = 1. We denote the consumer surplus lost in the ban of

cash by CSban, which we define as follows. We assume that riders have access to both cash

and credit before the ban and that they have already made their optimal choice regarding

registering a card by solving the problem in equation (1). The prior decision of registering

a card is summarized by 1c (1, 1; θ) and the distribution of types F . The consumer surplus

lost in the ban is:

CSban =

∫
1c (1, 1; θ) [v(1, 1;φ)− v(∞, 1;φ)] dF (θ) (4)

+

∫
[1− 1c (1, 1; θ)] [v(1,∞;φ)− V(∞, 1; θ)] dF (θ)

The first term counts those riders that before the ban have registered a credit card, as denoted

by the indicator 1c. These riders are either pure credit users or mixed users. Their net utility

flow before the ban is v(1, 1;φ). Note that in the past they have paid the fixed cost to register

the card but, at this point, this is a sunk cost and the decision is irreversible. After the ban

these riders face a much higher price of cash rides, i.e. their utility flow value is v(∞, 1;φ).

The second term counts the riders that before the ban were pure cash users. Their utility

function flow value before the ban is v(1,∞;φ). After the ban these riders have the choice

of either paying the fixed cost and becoming pure credit users, which gives a utility flow
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value v(1,∞;φ) − ψ, or just dropping from Uber, which corresponds to a net utility flow

v(∞,∞;φ). This last choice is taking into account in the term V(∞, 1; θ).

Alternatively, and more generally, we can define for any pa ≥ 1 the consumer surplus lost

due to an increase in the price of cash from 1 to pa ≥ 1 as:

CS(pa, 1) =

∫
1c (1, 1; θ) [v(1, 1;φ)− v(pa, 1;φ)] dF (θ) (5)

+

∫
[1− 1c (1, 1; θ)] [v(1, pa;φ)− V(pa, 1;φ)] dF (θ)

We can represent the ban as an arbitrarily large price for Uber trips in cash, i.e. as

lim CS(pa) = CSban as pa →∞.

Following standard arguments in demand theory, the consumer surplus lost in the ban of

cash can be computed as the area below the aggregate demand for Uber in cash. First, we

define the aggregate demand for a city where cash was allowed, and where, unexpectedly the

price increases to pa ≥ 1:

A(pa, 1) =

∫
1c (1, 1; θ) ã(pa, 1;φ)dF (θ) +

∫
(1− 1c (1, 1; θ)) a∗(pa, 1; θ)dF (θ) (6)

Note that the definition of the aggregate demand breaks the integral into the same two

groups of riders as in equation (5). The first is the group that has already registered the

card, according to the decision at the original prices (pa, pc) = (1, 1), for which 1c (1, 1; θ) = 1.

The second are the remaining riders, which have not registered a card and, hence, they may

consider to do it optimally.

Proposition 1. Assume that G(·|φ) has a continuous density, and that for almost all

riders θ, the income I is large enough so they consume the outside good. Then

CSban =

∫ ∞
1

A(pa, 1)dpa (7)

Note that the demand that satisfies equation (7) is the aggregate demand. The proof

of this proposition is in the appendix. It combines the envelope theorem for the intensive

margin, with the assumption of a density g for the fixed cost to take care of the extensive

margin.
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3.4 Identification

In this section, we explain the challenges to identify the consumer surplus and how we try

to overcome them. In principle, based on Proposition 1, if we can observe the changes on

aggregate quantity of the trips paid in cash after permanent increases on its price pa, for

increasingly larger values of pa while keeping everything else fixed, we can trace out the

aggregate demand A, and thus estimate the consumer surplus. In practice, we run price

experiments for short periods of time, where we can only decrease prices, or where we give

rewards for registering credit cards. The reaction of price increases versus price decreases of

Uber paid in cash may be different for at least two reasons. First, the demand function may

have different curvature for high and low prices. And, second, because of the irreversibility of

the decision to registering a card. To overcome these challenges, we conduct three different

experiments and also bring to bear information from the reaction of riders to the ban in

Puebla documented in Alvarez and Argente (2020). We combine this information with a

structural model to produce theoretically based estimates of the consumer surplus. We use

a parametric version because our experiments contain a limited amount of price points and

rewards variation.

Our first result is to represent the problem for the Uber rider in two stages. This allows

us to clarify which features of the indirect utility function are identified by each experiment.

Two stage representation of rider’s intensive margin problem. As a preliminary

step, we define the utility function U (·;φ, p2, . . . , pn) : R+ → R to embed all the information

of the utility function u in a simple set up, for fixed prices of the related goods {p2, . . . , pn}.

U(X;φ, p2, . . . , pn) ≡ max
x2,x3,...,xn

u (X, x2, . . . , xn;φ) + I −

[
n∑
i=2

pixi

]
(8)

This problem simply creates an utility function with Uber composite rides, denoted by

X as its main argument by maximizing out the remaining of related goods 2 to n, at prices

{p2, . . . , pn}. As in other cases, we will omit the dependence of prices {p2, . . . , pn}. Using U

we can define the following indirect utility function V (·;φ) : R→ R in a problem for a rider

choosing the number of composite rides X at price P :

V (P ;φ) = max
x≥0

U(x;φ) + [I ′ − Px] (9)

Note that we are using that preferences are quasi-linear. We let the optimal solution be

X(P ; p2, . . . , pnφ), with first order condition U ′(X(P )) = P if X(P ) > 0 and U ′(X(P )) ≤ P
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otherwise.

We summarize the use of U and V and its relationship with v in a very simple proposition.

Proposition 2. Fixing prices {p1, . . . , pn} and type φ, X solves the problem in (equation (9)),

for U defined as in equation (8), if and only if x1 = X solves:

max
x1,x2,...,xn

u (x1, x2, . . . , xn) +

[
I −

I∑
i=1

pixi

]
.

Moreover, the indirect utility v(·) can be written as

v(pa, pc;φ) = V (P (pa, pc;φ) ;φ) . (10)

Finally, the solution of the intensive margin problem (ã, c̃) can be written as:

ã(pa, pc;φ) = a

(
pa
pc
, 1;φ

)
X (P(pa, pc);φ) (11)

c̃(pa, pc;φ) = c

(
pa
pc
, 1;φ

)
X (P(pa, pc);φ) (12)

where a, c are the solutions of problem (equation (2)), and X is the solution of problem

(equation (9)).

We can use these results to discuss the assumption we use to identify the functions required

to compute CSban.

Identification of cash-credit choice utility H. For a given rider type φ, we can identify

H if we observe the ratio of the choices ã(pa, pc;φ)/c̃(pa, pc;φ) as we exogenously vary pa/pc.

Or equivalently, we can identify H by tracing the share of trips paid in cash paã/(paã+ pcc̃)

as function of pa/pc. In this result we are using heavily the assumption that the function H is

homogeneous of degree one. There are two important caveats/limitations. First, to identify

it non-parametrically we need large variation of the ratio pa/pc. Instead, in our experiment

we will face riders in the control and treatment groups with values of (pa, pc), which give us

nine different values of pa/pc. We describe the experiment and how we use them in detail

below. Second, we cannot identify H for riders that do not have registered credit cards.

Faced with these challenges we use a parametric form of H. In particular, we assume that H

is CES and we add the assumption that the same estimated H also holds for the pure-cash

group, except for the parameter that controls the share of cash. Furthermore, we have access

to the historic data of the share of trips paid for each user with a registered credit card at
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equal prices, i.e. when pa = pc = 1.

Identification of Uber rides utility U . It is clear from the definition of U in equation (8)

and from problem (equation (9)) that U is identified by observing how c̃(p, p;φ) and ã(p, p;φ)

change as the price of both Uber rides p = pa = pc changes, since p = P(p, p;φ). Moreover,

for pure cash riders (riders that have no access to credit), we can also identify U by changing

the price of trips paid in cash pa, which gives P(pa,∞;φ) = pa P(1,∞;φ).10 Importantly, we

use the functional form of U , and its associated demand X, to extrapolate the shape for the

indirect utility V estimated from variation on X in experiments where prices are lower than

the current price, i.e. when p < 1, to the values of V when then price are higher than the

current one, i.e to p > 1. The functional form is clearly important in this step.

Identification of the distribution of fixed cost g. Assume that the indirect utility

function v(p,∞;φ) and v(p, p;φ) are known. Additionally, assume that pure cash riders,

whom are indexed by φ, are faced with different levels of flow rewards d to be obtained only

if they registered a card. Then we can identify the distribution ψ ∼ g(·|φ) using the fraction

that have registered a card for different values of d. This follows from the inequalities implied

in equation (3). In principle, if we were to have a large number of experiments, each indexed

by the size of the reward d offered to riders, and observe the fraction that register a card, we

can identify the entire conditional density of fixed cost g(·|φ).

While we design an experiment where pure cash riders are faced with rewards, the

assumption that v is known for these riders needs to be discussed. In particular, while

we design an experiment to identify U for pure cash users, we do not know the function H

for these riders. The reason we do not know this function is that, by their vary nature, pure

cash riders have not been faced (nor they can be easily faced) with interior choices for credit

prices. To solve this problem we assume that some aspects of H are the same as those for

mixed riders, i.e. riders for which we have identified H. In particular, we assume that η, the

elasticity of substitution of H, is the same as the one estimated by mixed users, but we allow

for a rider specific share parameter α–see below for more detail. In fact, we will only obtain

an interval of feasible values for the share α based upon the experimental evidence and the

observed behavior of riders after the ban in Puebla.

We list here the constraints on the distribution of fixed cost of migrating to credit ψ and

on the distribution of φ implied from being a cash user, from the estimates of excess migration

from Puebla, and from the experiments on payments to migration to credit. They all apply

10In particular, if we decrease pa we can also disregard the incentives of pure cash riders to registered a
card. Also, if the constant P(1,∞;φ) is not known, then we can identify U up to a constant, see case 4 of
Appendix ??.
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exclusively to pure cash riders. We fix a value of φ for a group of pure cash riders. For now

we assume we know the function v(pa, pc;φ) for these riders. We describe a set of conditions

so the behavior of these riders is consistent with their observed behavior. In particular it

must be consistent with: (1) the choice of pure cash users of not registering a card while cash

was allowed, (2) the observed excess migration of pure cash users to pure credit users after

the ban in Puebla, 3) the change in trips for the pure cash users that migrated to pure credit

users after the ban in Puebla, and 4) the experimental evidence on the excess migration for

different reward levels.

1) Pure cash users prefer not to switch to become mixed/credit when cash is allowed. The

condition that ensures that pure cash users prefer not to become credit/mixed users is:

ψ ≥ v(1, 1;φ)− v(1,∞;φ) (13)

for all cash users and for all value of ψ in the support of G(·|φ). The right hand side of this

equation defines the lower bound of the support G(·|φ) which we refer to as ψ(φ).

2) Excess migration from cash to credit after the ban in Puebla. For the second condition

we use that fraction mban of pure-cash users in Puebla migrated to credit after the ban on

cash, in excess to those that migrated before ban. We thus have:

ψ ≤v(∞, 1;φ)− v(∞,∞;φ) for fraction mban and (14)

ψ ≥v(∞, 1;φ)− v(∞,∞;φ) for fraction 1−mban (15)

The right hand side of these inequalities defines a value of ψ such that for higher values pure

cash riders prefer to stop using Uber. We refer to this value as ψban(φ).

3) Change on trips for pure cash users that migrated to credit in Puebla. In Puebla we

keep tract of the number of trips for pure cash users that become pure credit users after the

ban. We found out that they decrease the number of trips. Thus for those values of φ we

must have

0 < ã(∞, 1;φ) ≤ ã(1,∞;φ) (16)

4) Experimental evidence on the excess migration due to incentives. In our experiment, pure

cash riders are offered a one time payment dj, from which we measure the induced (excess)
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migration of fraction mj of pure cash riders to become credit/mixed riders by registering a

card. We index each level incentives as well as each fraction of the treatment group that

migrate by j.

ψ ≤v(1, 1;φ)− v(1,∞;φ) + ρdj for fraction mj and (17)

ψ ≥v(1, 1;φ)− v(1,∞;φ) + ρdj for fraction 1−mj (18)

for each reward level j.

In Appendix F we implement all these inequalities to describe the (small) interval of α’s

consistent with our estimates. For each value of α we find the remaining parameters of U

and G and compute the consumer surplus lost in a ban in cash by pure cash users.

3.5 Random Quasi-linear Utility and Test at the Aggregate Level

Before stating the functional forms we use to extrapolate the behavior of demand for low

prices to high prices, we clarify two aspects of our model. The first is that we assume a

quasi-linear utility function subject to idiosyncratic unobservable shocks at the rider level.

This specification aggregates to a quasi-linear utility for a group of ex-ante identical riders

with the same observables. The second is that we can test all restrictions implied by our

experimental data (our two RCT’s) on that aggregate utility function. The null hypothesis

for the test is that the data set given by the experiments was generated by some quasi-linear

utility function at the aggregate level. This test consists on checking several inequalities as

explained below.

We assume that the rider’s i utility function of cash and credit rides (ai, ci) is given by the

composition of version H and Ũ . We fix the type φ and allow for unobservable idiosyncratic

shocks ω to Ũ , so the utility function of the rider (φ, ω) is:

Ũ (H (ai, ci;φ) ;φ, ω) (19)

where Ũ(·;φ, ω) has been described above in equation (8). The function H(·;φ) is the cash-

credit sub-utility function described above, which can depend on the observable type φ, but

cannot depend on the idiosyncratic shock ω.

It is well know that quasi-linearity is preserved under aggregation. We assume that the

rider’s random shocks ω are distributed across riders according to µ(·|φ) for a given observable
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type φ. We define the utility for the representative rider of observable type φ as:

U(a, c;φ) ≡ max
ai,ci

∫
Ũ (H (ai(ω), ci(ω);φ) ;φ, ω) µ(dω|φ) (20)

subject to: a =

∫
ai(ω)µ(dω|φ) and c =

∫
ci(ω)µ(dω|φ) .

Note that, since we assume that H is the same for all ω’s, the utility of the representative

rider is also homothetic with the same H. In words, the shocks ω only change the demand

for Uber composite trips, but they don’t change the choice of means of payments.

To test whether the data can be approximated using a quasi-linear utility, we use the test

proposed by Allen and Rehbeck (2018). The null hypothesis of this test is that a data set

of Uber rides paid in cash and credit {at, ct}Tt=1 and their corresponding prices {pta, ptc}Tt=1

were generated by maximizing some quasi-linear utility function, where t indexes the choices

corresponding to the different prices. These choices are generated by a quasi-linear utility

function if there is a function U(a, c;φ) for which (at, ct) maximizes U(a, c;φ)− ptaa− ptcc for

all t. In particular, Allen and Rehbeck’s (2018) test of quasi-linearity of Ũ consists of finding

utility levels {Ū t}Tt=1 for which the following (T − 1)T inequalities hold:

Ū r − praar − prccr ≥ Ū s − praas − prccs for all r, s = 1, . . . T, and r 6= s

This, in turn, is equivalent to a test of J ≡
∑K

`=2 K!/((K − `)!`) inequalities on partial sums

of praa
s+prcc

s for different values of s and r. To be concrete, in one of our experiments we have

one control and six treatment effects, so that the test consists on checking up to J = 2, 365

inequalities. Note that this notation includes the case where there are only changes on the

price of cash, as it is the case in the experiments to pure cash users. In this case, with one

control and four treatments, the test is equivalent to test up to J = 84 inequalities. We

implement this test using the linear programming problem suggested by Allen and Rehbeck

(2018). The summary statistics of the necessary data to conduct this test is reported in

Table B1 and Table B2 in Appendix B.6. We found that all restrictions are satisfied for the

two price experiments described below.

3.6 Functional Forms

In this section, we discuss our parameterization of U,H, and G. The utility function U

defines the demand for Uber composite rides. In our choice of U we aim to be conservative

in the implied magnitude of the consumer surplus, as we describe below. In particular, we

let
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U(x;φ) = −k exp (− (x+ x̄) /k)

so U has two parameters, k > and x̄ > 0. The demand that solves the problem

(equation (9)) is:

X(P ;φ) = −k logP + k log P̄

so k and P̄ are indexed by φ. This demand has a constant semi-elasticity k ≥ 0. The

parameter P̄ is the price at which the demand is zero, i.e. X(P̄ ;φ) = 0, and it is given by

P̄ = e−x̄/k. The price P̄ is also refer to as the “choke” price. Note that the price elasticity of

this demand function is:

ε(P ) ≡ − P

X(P )

∂X(P )

∂P
= − 1

log
(
P̄ /P

) , or P̄ /P = exp

(
1

ε(P )

)
.

The consumer surplus of a rider with this utility function

C(P0;φ) =

∫ P̄

P0

X(p;φ)dp and

C(P0;φ)

P0X(P0;φ)
= ε(P0)

[
exp

(
1

ε(P0)

)
− 1

]
− 1

Note that the demand X is convex on P , a feature that is consistent with our experimental

data. The convexity implies that the consumer surplus relative to revenue is larger than the

one for a linear demand with the same revenue and elasticity at P0, which will be 1
2

1
ε(P0)

. Yet,

as Figure 5 shows, the difference is not very large; for instance at ε(P ) = 1.3 the consumer

surplus relative to revenue is slightly above 1/2. To put it in perspective, if we were to use

a demand with constant elasticity and evaluate the consumer surplus relative to revenue we

would obtain: 1
ε−1

. For the elasticities we consider, which are close to one, a demand function

with constant elasticity would give a consumer surplus that can be an order of magnitude

larger than the one obtained with our semi-log demand. Additionally, Figure 5 shows the

ratio of the choke price to the current price at which the elasticity is evaluated for the demand

function with constant semi-elasticity, i.e. it displays P̄ /P = exp(1/ε(P )). For instance, at

ε = 1.3 the choke price is about 2.1 times larger than the price at which the elasticity is

evaluated. So at this elasticity, riders will not longer use Uber if the price will be 2.2 higher

than the current price. In Appendix B, we derive these expressions as well as the indirect

utility V .

For H(·;φ) we use a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) function described by two

parameters: an elasticity of substitution η and a share parameter for credit α. To be precise,
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if pa = pc = p for any p, the optimal demands gives pcc/(pcc+paa) = α and paa/(pcc+paa) =

1−α. The parameters (α, η) are part of the type φ. Moreover, the price of a composite Uber

ride satisfy the standard expression P(pa, pc;φ) = [αp1−η
c + (1− α)p1−η

a ]
1/(1−η)

.

In Appendix B, we derive the expressions for the different cash and credit demands:

a(pa, pc;φ), ã(pa, pc;φ), c(pa, pc;φ), c̃(pa, pc;φ), the indirect utility function v(pa, pc;φ), and

other comparisons between indirect utility functions used in the computation of the consumer

surplus.

3.7 Assumptions

We are now ready to describe exactly the assumption used to identify and compute the

consumer surplus lost in a ban.

1. Riders that have registered a credit card can pay with cash or credit at the same prices

prior to the ban. They are assigned a rider specific value of α.

2. All riders have a function H with the same elasticity of substitution η. We can relax

this assumption to make η specific to a group of riders with the same observable

characteristics.

3. All mixed riders have the same value of the semi-elasticity of demand for Uber k, but

can have a rider specific P̄ . We can relax this assumption to make k specific to a group

of riders with the same observable characteristic.

4. All pure-cash riders have the same value of the parameter α.

5. All pure-cash riders have the same value of the semi-elasticity of demand for Uber k,

but are allowed to have different choke price P̄ .

6. The density g of the distribution of fixed cost of registering a card ψ is the same for all

pure-cash users.

Two comments are in order. First, the value of the choke point P̄ shifts the demand so

that at the same baseline riders have more trips. Second, in the case of pure cash users,

to recover the parameters (k, P̄ ) of U and V using price variation we need the constant

P(1,∞;φ). With our assumption on a common α for all pure cash users, as well as our

functional form for H, we have that P(1,∞;φ) = (1−α)1/(1−η).11 Hence, for each α for pure

cash users we can identify all the parameters. The restrictions given by equation (13) and

equation (14), as well as the fact that in Puebla cash users that converted to credit after the

cash ban decrease their number of trips, gives a small range of value of α for pure cash users.

11See the expression for a∗(pa,∞;φ) in Appendix ??. This expression depends on k, P̄ and (1−α)1/(1−η).
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4 Experiments

In this section, we describe three large field experiments that took place in the State of

Mexico between August and September of 2018. In Experiment 1, we vary the prices of cash

and/or credit (i.e. pa and/or pc) for mixed users to estimate the elasticity of substitution

between cash and credit η as well as the price elasticity of demand ε(P ). In Experiment

2, we vary the price pa for pure cash users to estimate the price elasticity of demand ε(P ).

Lastly, in Experiment 3 we face pure cash users with different incentives to register a credit

card in the application to estimate the distribution of fixed cost g. We describe each of the

experiments in more detail below.

4.1 Experiment 1: Mixed Users

The experiment took place in the State of Mexico from August 21st to August 27th 2018.

Our sample of users includes those who signed up in the State of Mexico and whose most

frequent city for Uber trips is the State of Mexico. They also must have a card on file not

banned by Uber, a verified mobile, and not subject to other experiments at the same time.

In addition, the users in our sample took at least 2 trips in 2018 and took at least one trip

since April 1st 2018. Appendix C1 shows descriptive statistics of the users in our sample.

Importantly, in this experiment we focus on mixed users, those users who have at least one

trip paid in cash and at least one paid with card before the beginning of our experiment.

Panel (a) of Figure 2 shows the share of fares paid by mixed users over time in the State of

Mexico. The figure shows that mixed users account for approximately half of the fares paid

in the State of Mexico. Panel (b) shows the distribution of mixed users over their share of

fares paid in cash.

We have six treatment groups, each composed of approximately 11 thousand riders and

a control group of 90 thousand riders. The treatment and control groups were balanced

in the following observables: average of weekly historical trips, average of weekly historical

fares, log tenure (in weeks), and average of weekly historical fares paid in cash. Riders in the

treatment groups received the following promotions: i) 10% off if the trip is paid with cash,

ii) 10% off if the trip is paid with card, iii) 10% off regardless of the payment method, iv)

20% off if the trip is paid in cash, v) 20% off if the trip is paid with card, and vi) 20% off

regardless of the payment method. The discounts were applied to all the trips the riders in

each treatment group took during the entire week. At the beginning of the week the riders

in the treatment groups received an introductory email describing the promotion. At the

same time, the promotion showed up in the main screen of their phone once they opened the

application (helix card). Two reminder emails were sent (in the middle of the week and two
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Figure 2: State of Mexico: Share of Fares by Type of User
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Note: Panel (a) shows the share of total fares paid by different types of users in the State of Mexico. The red
line shows the share of fares paid by pure credit users, those that have never pay an Uber ride in cash. The
blue line shows the share of fares for pure cash users, those that have not registered a card in the application.
The purple line shows the share of fares of mixed users, those that have at least one trip paid in cash and
at least one paid in credit. Panel (b) shows the distribution of mixed users a function of the share of fares
paid in cash. The sample of users are those with at least 4 weeks of tenure that had used both methods of
payments and that took at least 5 trips after they become mixed users. The blue line shows the distribution
of mixed users weighted by fares and the red line shows the distribution weighted by riders.

days before the promotions expired).12

Table 1 shows our estimates of η, the elasticity of substitution between Uber rides paid in

cash and Uber rides paid in credit under several closely related specifications. While the point

estimates vary across different specifications displayed in Table 1, we summarize our result

as by saying that η ≈ 3 or smaller. We compare the behavior of the share of trips paid in

credit, i.e. sc ≡ pcc/(pcc+paa), among mixed riders with positive trips during the week of the

experiment in treatments facing different relative prices pa/pc. Our preferred specifications

are in columns (5) and (7), where we linearize the optimal choice of the share of credit sc for

a CES function H, as a function of the relative prices pa/pc, the share parameter α, and the

elasticity of substitution η –see Appendix C.2 for the derivation of the approximation. The

first and second order approximations around pc/pa = 1 are:

sc = α− (η − 1)α(1− α) ln

(
pc
pa

)
, and (21)

sc = α− (η − 1)α(1− α) ln

(
pc
pa

)
+

1

2
(1− η)2 (1− α)α [1− 2α]

(
ln

(
pc
pa

))2

(22)

In column (5) we use each mixed rider’s historical trips in Uber to estimate α as the share

12Examples of the emails sent communicating the promotions can be found in Appendix C.5.
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of trips paid in credit sc outside our experiment, i.e. when pa = pc, so that our estimating

equation becomes linear. In column (7) we instrument α, to reduce the potential bias due

to measurement error. The source of measurement error on α is that we estimate it from

historical data of the riders, which depends on the number of trips they have taken. In

column (6) we use the second order approximation of the optimal decision for sc. In columns

(1) to (4) we divide each side of equation (21) by our estimate of α(1 − α) and run the

regression:

s̃c = 1/(1− α)− (η − 1) log(pc/pa) (23)

This regression has the advantage of “moving” the measurement error on α to the left hand

side variable and hence possibly reducing the attenuation biased that such measurement error

may cause. We refer to this specification as the transformed share case. For robustness we try

specifications with and without controls (historical fares and tenure in Uber), specifications

that split price increases and price decreases, and specifications that use different thresholds

to define the set of mixed users (those with more than 5% and less than 95% of their fares paid

in cash, etc).13 Importantly, we find that the estimates for η are similar for price increases

and price decreases (Table C28) and constant in the riders’ cash share (Figure C2), which

we believe provides additional portability to our estimates for this parameter.

An alternative estimate of the elasticity of substitution can be obtained by aggregating

across riders the decision for the share of trips on credit. For this purpose, we write the

second order approximation to the decision of the share of credit sc as a function of the

prices faced by a single rider and as a function of her share parameter α and of the common

elasticity of substitution η. In Appendix C.2, we show that for the range of parameter of

interest the first oder approximation is very accurate and the second order approximation is

almost exact. We interpret equation (22) as the expected value of the share of credit trips.

We let µ be the distribution of α across the experiment’s population. Riders enter into this

population if they satisfy the conditions to be in the experiment –such as being active mixed

riders– and they do so with weights proportional to the probability of having a trip within

a week. Control and treatment groups differ only in the randomly allocated prices pc/pa, so

the the expected value of s̄c(pc/pa) is given by:

s̄c

(
pc
pa

)
= m1 − (η − 1)m2 ln

(
pc
pa

)
+m3 (1− η)2

(
ln

(
pc
pa

))2

(24)

m1 =

∫
αµ(dα), m2 =

∫
α(1− α)µ(dα), and m3 =

1

2

∫
(1− α)α [1− 2α]µ(dα)

We estimate µ by using the distribution of the share of credit prior to the experiment for the

13These robustness checks can be found in Appendix C.3.4.
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Table 1: Elasticity of Substitution: Mixed Users (Miles)

Note: The table reports estimates of the elasticity of substitution between cash and credit for mixed users.
The estimates are computed using experimental data collected in the State of Mexico. The dependent variable
is the relative miles between credit and cash for each user the week of the experiment and the independent
variable are the relative prices for trips in cash and credit. Column (1) reports the results after using the
transformed share specification denoted in equation (23) and including mixed users with more than 1% of
their fares paid in cash and less than 99% of their fares paid in cash. Column (2) reports the same specification
including controls. The controls included for each users are the historical trips, trips squared, fares, fares
squared, cash fares, cash fares squared, log of tenure, cash trips, and cash trips squared. Column (3) includes
users with more than 5% of their fares paid in cash and less than 95% of their fares paid in cash. Column
(4) includes the constant specified in equation (23) as a regressor. Column (5) estimates the elasticity using
the CES first order approximation in equation (21). Column (6) estimates the elasticity using the CES
second order approximation in equation (22). Column (7) reports the results of the elasticity of substitution
estimated in two steps. First, we compute the predicted share of fares paid in credit (i.e. α̂) using all the
controls variables. Then, we estimate equation (21) using the predicted share. The ***, **, and *, represent
statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Elasticity 3.169*** 2.893*** 2.620*** 2.992*** 2.569*** 2.569*** 2.241***
(0.373) (0.349) (0.181) (0.217) (0.103) (0.103) (0.080)

Obs. 52,562 52,562 44,927 52,562 52,562 52,562 67,984
Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Type 1 pct 1 pct 5 pct 1 pct 1 pct 1 pct 1 pct
Spec. Transf. Transf. Transf. Transf.-Cons CES - First CES - Second CES - First IV

54,470 riders with positive trips during the experiment. The estimated values for the three

moments are m1 = 0.6187,m2 = 0.1349 and m3 = −0.0081, with very small standard errors.

In Figure 3, we plot the actual average share across riders for each of the four treatment

groups (10% and 20% cash discount and 10% and 20% credit discounts) and for the control

group, including its 95% confidence interval. We also plot three versions of the theoretical

prediction equation (24), using the estimated moments (m1,m2,m3). Each line corresponds

to a different value of the elasticity of substitution, namely η = 2.5, η = 3 and η = 3.5,

a range of values suggested by the regressions on Table 1. We note that given the small

value of m3 the relationship between s̄ and log(pc/pa) is almost linear, i.e. the first order

approximation for the expected share is very accurate. Second, the dots, which correspond

to the average credit share for control and treatment groups for each price, are arranged in

an almost linear segment. Third, a value of η = 3 gives a very good fit.
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Figure 3: Experiment I and Elasticity of Substitution η

Note: The dots are the average credit share for control and treatment groups with the corresponding relative
price. The vertical lines are 95% standard error bands. The solid and dotted lines are the theoretical
prediction for the expected credit share displayed in equation (24) using the estimated values of m1,m2 and
m3. The lines differ in the value of the parameter η.

Similarly, we estimate the composite Uber price elasticity ε for mixed users imposing our

functional (constant semi-elasticity), and using the treatments where Uber prices P = pa = pc

are the same for rides paid in cash and paid with credit cards. These are essentially regressions

of the miles during the week of the experiment on the log of the price and a constant, as shown

in Table 2. We find that the elasticity ε, evaluated at current prices, is approximately 1.1 or

smaller, which corresponds to the first two columns of Table 2 labeled AA. We also include the

results of two other independently conducted experiments by Uber, labeled as Mandin and

Ubernomics. Interestingly, the Mandin experiment had price variation that lasted four weeks

and the elasticities are similar to ours–see Section 4.2.1 for more details. Appendix C.3.2

contains several robustness exercises including estimates of the semi-elasticity of demand,

the elasticity of demand of number trips, the elasticity of demand for users that have taken

at least 5 trips, and the Poisson regression specification.

Figure 4, using our functional form for U and h, displays the consumer surplus as share of

expenditure on Uber for each share of cash fares in the horizontal axis. Each line in the figure

corresponds to different parameter values for ε and η, chosen around our preferred estimates.

Using our preferred estimate values for η and ε, the observed distribution of cash shares, and

the observed distribution of total fares, we estimate a consumer surplus lost in a ban of cash
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of about 25% of the total fares paid by mixed users.14 Since the average cash share of mixed

users is 0.37, the consumer surplus lost by mixed users is about 67% of their expenditure

on trips paid in cash.15 To put this into perspective, mixed users account for about 50%

of the total expenditure on Uber rides in the State of Mexico, see Table 2. Lastly, Alvarez

and Argente (2020), studying evidence from a ban on cash in Puebla, provide evidence that

the long-run elasticity of substitution is larger than the short-run elasticity. For η = 5, the

consumer surplus lost for mixed users is 42.6% of their expenditure on trips paid in cash.16

Table 2: Elasticity of Demand: Mixed Users (Miles)

Note: The table reports the elasticity of demand of pure cash users estimated using equation (1) using miles
as dependent variable. Column (1) reports the estimates without using controls. Column (2) estimates the
elasticity using controls. The controls included for each users are the historical trips, trips squared, fares,
fares squared, cash fares, cash fares squared, log of tenure, share of fares paid in cash, cash trips, and cash
trips squared. Column (3) reports the results using the users included in the Mandin experiment. Column
(4) reports the results using the users included in the Ubernomics experiment. The standard errors are
computed using the Delta Method. The ***, **, and *, represent statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
AA AA AA Mandin Ubernomics

Elasticity 1.082*** 1.030*** 1.096*** 1.278*** 1.452***
(0.103) (0.086) (0.093) (0.075) (0.296)

Observations 109,365 109,365 98,773 11,660 4,306
Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Type 1 pct 1 pct 5 pct 1 pct 1 pct

4.2 Experiment 2: Pure Cash Users

The second experiment took place in the State of Mexico during the same week as the

previous experiment (August 21st to August 27th, 2018). Our sample of users includes those

14The average of the ratio of consumer surplus to the total expenditure in Uber, using η = 3, ε = 1.1, and
the distribution of the α, weighted by fares, is 0.2463. This figure is for mixed riders with more than 5 trips
and more than four weeks of tenure.

15To be precise, using the cash share for mixed users of 0.3685, we get 0.6682 = 0.2463/0.3685.
16An alternative research design proposed by Ivan Werning and Marios Angeletos would have been to only

use the changes in prices paid with cash to estimate the consumer surplus loss for mixed users (e.g. using
the same four discounts as we use in Experiment 2). On one hand, this alternative design has the advantage
of yielding a more direct measure of the curvature of mixed users’ demand for cash trips. On the other hand,
our methodology has the advantages of being able to at least increase relative prices and also of estimating
the parameter η. We find η of interest by itself and use it for several counterfactuals. Figure B1 in Section B.7
shows how our implied functional form captures the shape of the mixed users’ demand for cash trips.
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Figure 4: Consumer Surplus: Mixed Users
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Note: The figure shows the model estimates of the consumer surplus (as a multiple of initial total fares) as a
function of the cash share of users. The graph plots the estimates for different combinations of the elasticity
of demand ε and the elasticity of substitution between cash and credit η. The consumer surplus estimates
are for mixed users, those that have paid at least one trip in credit and at least one trip in cash.

who signed up in the State of Mexico and whose most frequent city of travel is the State of

Mexico. Since this experiment is targeted to pure cash users, we focus on users that have

not registered a card with Uber. In addition, the users in our sample own a verified mobile

and were not subject to other experiments at the time of the experiment. The users in our

sample took at least 2 trips in 2018 and took at least one trip since April 1st of 2018.

We have four treatment groups each composed of approximately 20 thousand riders and a

control group of 56 thousand riders. The treatment and control groups were balanced in the

following observables: average of weekly historical trips, average of weekly historical fares,

and log tenure (in weeks). We have 4 treatment groups each getting 10%, 15%, 20%, and

25% off of all the trips taken during the week of the experiment. At the beginning of the

week the riders received an introductory email describing the promotion. At the same time,

the promotion showed up in the main screen of their phone once they opened the application

(helix card). Two reminder emails were sent (in the middle of the week and two days before

the promotions expired).17

Using the miles traveled during the week of the experiment as dependent variable, we

estimate a price elasticity of demand ε of almost 1.4, when evaluated at current prices. Our

17Examples can be found in Appendix C.5.
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baseline case is the semi-log demand corresponding to our functional form specification.

Table 3 displays the estimates under columns AA, as well as estimates using the same

specification for two independently run experiments discussed in Section 4.2.1. Other specifications

and further robustness exercises can be found in Appendix C.3.1. This estimate is robust to

using controls such as the average of weekly historical trips, average of weekly historical trips

squared, average of weekly historical fares, and log tenure (in weeks).

Table 3: Elasticity of Demand: Pure Cash Users (Miles)

Note: The table reports the elasticity of demand of pure cash users estimated using equation (1) using miles
as dependent variable. Column (1) reports the estimates without using controls. Column (2) estimates the
elasticity using controls. The controls included for each users are the historical trips, trips squared, fares,
fares squared, and log of tenure. Column (3) reports the results using the users included in the Mandin
experiment. Column (4) reports the results using the users included in the Ubernomics experiment. The
standard errors are computed using the Delta Method. The ***, **, and *, represent statistical significance
at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
AA AA Mandin Ubernomics

Elasticity 1.375*** 1.383*** 1.113*** 0.813**
(0.101) (0.078) (0.165) (0.414)

Observations 138,725 138,725 4,279 3,569
Controls No Yes Yes Yes

Figure 5 displays the estimated consumer surplus for pure cash users for different elasticity

estimates. Using 1.38 as our elasticity measure, we estimate a consumer surplus of approximately

46.7% of the total fares per year. This figure displays the corresponding choke price implied by

our functional form, as a multiple of the current price corresponding to different elasticities.

The choke prices corresponding to our preferrer price elasticity are about 2 times the current

prices. The consumer surplus lost displayed in Figure 5 is, however, an upper bound estimate

given that, after a large price increase, some users might decide to migrate to credit rather

than leaving Uber completely. In fact, in Puebla, only 65% of the users left after a ban on

cash. To adjust the consumer surplus of these riders we use both the experience in Puebla, as

well as a third experiment to estimate the fixed cost of adopting credit. Section 4.3 provides

more details.

4.2.1 Other experiments: Ubernomics, Mandin, and Panama

In this section, we describe other field experiments conducted by Uber that we use to provide

external validity to our estimates of the elasticity of demand for cash and mixed users. Unlike
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Figure 5: Consumer Surplus and Choke Price: Cash Users
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Note: The figure shows the model estimates of the consumer surplus (as a multiple of initial total fares) as
a function of the elasticity of demand ε. The graphs also shows the model estimates of the choke point, the
price at which the demand for Uber trips is zero as a function of ε. The estimates are for pure cash users,
those that never registered a card in the application.

our experiments which were explicitly designed to estimate the elasticity and curvature of the

demand function, these experiments were not. Nonetheless, we can still use these experiments

to estimate the elasticity and curvature. We are able to select riders and construct control

variables to make the samples comparable using their historical data. In these exercises we

obtain elasticities similar those found in our experiments.

In addition, we use a natural experiment that occurred in the country of Panama, where

the government suddenly restricted the supply of drivers. Given that the price of Uber rides

increased substantially after the government regulation went into effect, we use this case

study to validate our functional form assumptions and to compute yet another estimate of

the elasticity of demand. We find that, even in weeks when the price of Uber rides almost

doubles, our functional form assumption of exponential utility fits well the patterns observed

in Panama. Lastly, we use a survey instrument to validate our model. We first confirm

that the reported elasticities are informative of the revealed preference elasticities. We then

compare the choke prices implied by our model to those reported in the survey. We find the

responses align well with the choke prices predicted by our structural framework.
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Ubernomics

The experiment took place in the Greater Mexico City from May 15th to May 22nd of 2017,

only a few months after the introduction of cash in the State of Mexico. The treatment

groups received 10% and 20% off in all rides taken the week of the experiment. The day

before the experiment started, all riders in the treatment groups were emailed and received

an in-app notification informing them of the relevant price change. The promotion went live

on Monday at 4 am local time and lasted through the following Monday at 4 am. Riders

received a reminder of the promotion on Wednesday and Friday. To guarantee that the sample

in this experiment is comparable to the one used in our experiments, we only consider riders

whose most frequent city is the Greater Mexico City. Table C2 shows descriptive statistics

of the users in this experiment. The sample includes 4,869 pure cash users and 4,306 mixed

users. To guarantee that the estimates of the elasticity of demand are comparable across

experiments, we estimate them controlling for the same observables we use to balance the

treatment groups in our experiment: average of weekly historical trips, average of weekly

historical fares, and log tenure (in weeks). Appendix C.3 shows the estimates of the elasticity

of demand for pure cash users (Table 3) and mixed users (Table 2). The tables show that

the estimates are close to those found using our experimental data; the null hypothesis that

these elasticities are the same cannot be rejected.

Mandin Experiment

The Mandin (Demand Incentive) experiment took place in all areas of the Greater Mexico

City (except for the South) in June 2018 and lasted four weeks. Riders were segmented

depending on the number of trips they took during the last month and area of the city

where they take most of their trips. Distinct levels of discounts were given to each Rider

segment. The geographic areas they considered and the distribution of riders in each area

are: North (30% of CDMX trips), West (8%), Center (32% ), South (14%), and East (15%).

Furthermore, they segmented riders according to the number of trips they took during the

last year in the following categories: Remain (Trips ≤ 10), Regular (10 < Trips ≤ 20), Mid

( 20 < Trips ≤30), Power (30 < Trips < 50), and Rockstar (Trips ≥ 50).

In this experiment, the control group was composed by users in the segments Remain,

Regular, Mid, Power and Rockstar. The treatment groups were the following: 10% off:

Remain and Regular; 20% off: Remain, Regular, Mid, Power and Rockstar; 30% off: Mid,

Power and Rockstar. Discounts were offered to targeted riders through an automatic promo

apply, and periodic communications were sent to them with the intention to incentivize usage.

To guarantee that the sample in this experiment is comparable to the one we use we
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consider riders whose most frequent city is the Greater Mexico City as in our experiment.

Table C3 describes the characteristics of the users that took part of the experiment. In

addition, we control for the same observables we use to balance the treatment groups in our

experiment: average of weekly historical trips, average of weekly historical fares, and log

tenure (in weeks). Using the data of this experiment we find an elasticity of 1.1 for pure

cash users and 1.2 for mixed users, which are within the range of those estimated in our

experiment. Importantly, given that this experiment lasted four weeks, we consider these

findings as evidence that the short-run elasticity and the medium-run elasticity of Uber rides

are very similar.

Panama

Uber launched in Panama in February of 2014. At the beginning only the UberBlack service

was available. UberX was launched in May of 2015 and today it accounts for more than 95%

of all trips. Until recently, Uber was only active in 3 provinces: Panama City, Panama West

and Colon.18 The most active province in terms of rides is Panama City. In August of 2016,

the option of paying in cash was introduced in the country in part due to the low credit card

penetration in the country. Cash was introduced in all provinces at the same time and within

a year more than half of the trips were paid with this method of payment.19

In October of 2017 a decree imposing restrictions on Uber was put in place. The decree

includes a prohibition on cash as a payment method for trips taken in Uber. In addition, the

decree requires a special license for drivers (i.e. an “E1” type), which only nationals over 21

can obtain. The license has a cost of around $200 USD and can only be obtained after a 36

hour seminar. The decree also imposes a fleet cap of 2 cars and a geographic limitation to

Uber so that it can only operate in 4 out of 10 provinces. The restrictions involving drivers

went into effect January 2, 2018.20 A total of 83% of all Uber drivers did not have the

E1 license and were disconnected from the application. In addition, due to the unexpected

reduction in the supply of drivers, the fraction of surged trips rose from an average of 16%

in 2017 to an average of 45% in 2018. Figure 6 shows that the share of trips in cash also

decreased drastically from more than 50% in 2017 to less than 35% in 2018. The number

of trips paid in cash decreased more than those paid with credit cards, consistent with our

findings that the demand for Uber trips paid in cash is more elastic than that for trips paid

18A recent Supreme Court decision has allowed Uber to provide services in more provinces.
19Cabify is also present in Panama since June of 2016, however, as in Mexico, their market share is still

very low.
20Uber negotiated an extension of the deadline for the ban on cash. The extension expired on May 2019,

and it was renewed until October 2019, when cash payments were banned temporarily. Cash was reintroduced
in February 2020. Alvarez and Argente (2020) provide a more detailed description of these events.
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with credit card.

Figure 6: Panama: Trips, Fares, and Drivers
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Note: The figure shows the evolution of trips, active drivers, the average surge multiplier and the share of
surged trips in Panama. The frequency of the data is weekly. The black dotted line denotes the date the
decree by the government restricting the supply of drivers went into effect.

Interpreting this natural experiment as an exogenous decrease in the supply of drivers,

we use the information of the total trips and the average surge multiplier (prices) to trace the

Uber demand function for Panama. Figure 7 shows the trips as a function of prices for each

of the 52 weeks in 2018 that followed the restriction to the supply of drivers. The blue line

shows the fit of a semi-log demand function, the one implied by our functional form choices.

The graph shows that, even for very high prices, those that we are unable to explore in our

experiments, the curve fits the patterns of total trips and prices remarkably well. Under this

specification, we estimate an elasticity of demand of approximately 1 for all trips in the city of

Panama. If we restrict attention to rides paid in cash we estimate a lower elasticity of about

0.95, both elasticities evaluated at base-line prices. The share of cash before the restriction on

drivers was about 0.4, but decreased after, consistently with the higher elasticity. All these
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features are consistent with the ones we found in our experiments in the State of Mexico.21

Figure 7: Panama: Total Trips and Prices (2018)
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Note: The figure plots the total weekly trips and the average weekly surge multiplier for Panama. Each dot
is a week in 2018, the weeks after the decree went into effect reducing the supply of drivers in the country.
The surge multiplier is seasonally adjusted. The line is a semi-log function.

4.2.2 Survey Instrument: Choke Prices

In order to obtain more evidence about the choke prices of the users in our experiments,

we use a survey instrument to ask them how would they respond to different price changes.

The survey was sent to the users 11 months after the experiments took place. We design

6 different surveys that were randomly given to users, each with 3 questions. We received

more than 6 thousand responses, an average of 1056 responses per survey.22 This format

allowed us to minimize the response time and, at the same time, allowed us to obtain several

responses to a given question. For example, all surveys included the following question:

”If your receive a 20% discount for one week, how would you change your trips...”. Some

users were given the options to respond a) no change, b) increase less than 10%, c) increase

more than 10%. A second set of users were given the options to respond a) no change, b)

21We provide details on these estimates in Section D.
22The surveys were sent through email to all users that participated in experiment 1 and experiment 2 on

July 9th, 2019 and they were open until July 16th, 2019. A total of 433,356 users received a survey, 287,233
participated in experiment 1 (mixed and pure credit users) and 146,123 participated in experiment 2 (pure
cash users). The response rate was 1.46%.
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increase less than 20%, c) increase more than 20%. And a third set of users were given

the options to respond a) no change, b) increase less than 30%, c) increase more than 30%.

Each survey also included two other symmetric questions, one related to a permanent and

large price decrease (e.g. ”If the price of trips is permanently reduced by half, how would

you change your trips...”) and another related to a permanent and large price increase (e.g.

”If the price of trips is permanently doubled, how would you change your trips...”). Half

of the surveys sent asked users to respond to permanently doubling prices or permanently

reducing prices by half, whereas the other half asked the response from users if prices were

permanently tripled or reduced by a third. In response to the question about a permanent

price increase, the users had the following options to respond about the change in their trips:

i) no change, ii) decrease substantially, iii) stop traveling. We use the answers to the first

questions to compare the elasticities from the survey to those obtained from our experimental

design in order to validate the survey instrument. We use the last question of the survey on

the permanent doubling or tripling of prices to obtain information about the distribution of

choke prices and to compare it to that implied by our structural framework.

To analyze the users’ responses we proceed in three steps. First, we adjust the covariate

distribution of the survey respondents by reweighting such that it becomes more similar

to the covariate distribution of the entire population that participated in our experiments

based on their historical trips per week and their tenure. We implement entropy balancing,

a multivariate reweighting method described in Hainmueller (2012). Second, we use the

responses of the first question to validate the survey instrument by confirming that the

reported elasticities are informative about the revealed preference elasticities obtained in our

experiments; the bounds implied by the survey responses align with those in the data.23 And,

lastly, we use the responses of the third question to compare the reported choke prices to

those implied by our model. In this section, we focus on this last step but we provide more

details of the previous two steps in Appendix 4.2.2.

In our structural framework, for mixed users in the control group (facing prices equal to

1 in our model), the implied choke price is defined as:

P̄ = exp

(
X(P )

−k

)
(25)

where X(P ) is the number of miles a rider travels in a week and k is the semi-elasticity

we have estimated using our experiments. Since the responses of the survey only provide

23There is a recent literature examining the external validity of survey instruments as low-cost alternatives
to experimental evidence that concludes that that survey-based data are informative for prediction but do
not necessarily provide precise quantitative responses. Examples of this work are Karlan, Osman and Zinman
(2016), Parker and Souleles (2019), and Hainmueller, Hangartner and Yamamoto (2015).
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us with a distribution of choke prices, we implement equation (25) in the data to obtain

the distribution of choke prices implied by our structural assumptions. This requires taking

stance on the riders’ heterogeneity. In this case, we use each user’s average of weekly historical

fares to approximate X(P ) and the semi-elasticity estimated in our experiments.24 Table 4

presents the distribution of choke prices for mixed users.

Table 4: Distribution of Choke Prices

Note: The table shows moments of the distribution of choke prices implied by framework described in
Section 3 for both mixed users and pure cash users. To approximate X(P ) we use each user’s average of
weekly historical fares. To minimize the measurement error, we trim the top and bottom one percent. The
semi-elasticity k is that estimated for each group of users presented in Table C4 and Table C10.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Choke Price Mean Std. Dev. 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Mixed users 6.0 20.7 1.18 1.35 1.82 3.28 8.19
Pure cash users 4.8 12.0 1.62 1.78 2.18 3.36 6.7

The median choke price for mixed users implied by our model is 1.82. There is considerable

heterogeneity in the choke prices, the ratio of the 75th percentile and the 25th percentile is

2.42. Given our structural assumptions, if we double prices, 56% of the users would stop

traveling and, if we triple prices, approximately 73% of the users would stop using Uber.

This is remarkably close to what the users responded in the survey. Approximately, 55.49%

of the users responded that they would stop traveling if prices doubled and 66.58 % responded

that they would stop traveling if prices were tripled. The choke prices implied in our model

are slightly lower than those reported in the survey suggesting that the structure assumed in

our model implies a lower bound for the consumer surplus estimates.

Next, we implement a similar approach for the pure cash users. In this case, their choke

price is defined as:

P̄ = exp

 ã(pa,∞)

k(1− α)
1

1−η
+

log
(
k(1− α)

1
1−η

)
k(1− α)

1
1−η

 (26)

where k(1 − α)
1

1−η is our estimated β1. The median choke price in this case is 2.18 and

the ratio of the 75th percentile and the 25th percentile is 1.88. Our model implies that if we

double prices, 41% of the users would stop traveling whereas in the survey 54.43% of the

24To minimize the measurement error in the average of weekly historical fares, we trim the top and bottom
one percent.
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users responded that they would stop traveling. If prices triple, our framework implies that

71% would stop traveling, which is remarkably close to the 69.44 % of users that responded

that they would strop traveling if prices were to triple. We argue that, given that self-reports

are informative about the revealed-preference elasticities, these findings on the choke prices

provide additional validation to the structural assumptions we implement.

4.3 Experiment 3: Extensive Margin

The third experiment took place in the State of Mexico from September 17th to October

23rd, 2018. It was targeted to pure cash users in order to understand their credit adoption

patterns. Our sample of users includes those who signed up in the State of Mexico and whose

most frequent city is the State of Mexico. We focus on users that have not registered a card

with Uber. In addition, the users in our sample own a verified mobile and were not subject

to other experiments at the time of the experiment. The users in our sample took at least 2

trips in 2018 and took at least one trip since April 1st of 2018.

We offered rewards if the users registered their cards into the application, without imposing

restrictions on whether they should pay their subsequent trips using cash or credit. The

treatment groups received rewards of 100, 200, or 300 pesos (5.2, 10.5 and 15.7 USD) that

are approximately an average of 3, 6, and 9 times their average weekly fares (or approximately

1, 2 and 3 average trips). Given that pure cash users might or might not have a credit card

already, the experiment had two treatments for each reward with two different horizons. The

first lasted only one week and targeted users that might already have a credit card but have

not registered it in the application. The second lasted 6 weeks in order to allow enough time

for users to obtain a credit card in case they did not have one already. These users received

email reminders of the promotion every week. Overall, our experiment has 6 treatment groups

(e.g. 3 incentive levels lasting one and six weeks) each made of approximately 20 thousand

riders and a control group of 40 thousand riders.

Table 5 shows the percent of pure cash users that adopted credit (registered a credit or

debit card in the application) in each of the treatment groups conditional on having taken a

trip during the weeks of the experiment. Column (1) and (2) show that the adoption during

the first week, for the experiment that lasted one week and for the experiment that lasted

6 weeks. The columns show that the adoption of credit during the first week is similar for

short and long run horizons. In both cases, the users in the treatment groups responded

significantly to the incentives provided relative to the control group. We observe larger

migration to credit for larger incentives. For instance, for a reward of slightly above 15.2

USD we obtain an extra migration rate of 4.6%, which is statistically significantly larger than

the one corresponding to 5.2 USD, which is 3.3% –see column (3) of the Table.
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Table 5: Extensive Margin: Adoption of Credit

Note: The table reports the percent of users that adopted credit for each of the treatment groups in experiment
three relative to the control group. Migration is an indicator function that equals one if the user registered a
card conditional on taking trip the weeks of the experiment. The variables ”Treatment” report the migration
rates relative to the control group of the three treatment groups in the experiment: 3, 6, and 9 times their
average weekly fares if the users register a card in the application. Column (3) reports the rates of credit
adoption during the first three weeks of the experiment. Column (4) reports the rates of adoption in the last
three weeks of the experiment.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
1 week 1 week 1-6 week 1-3 week 4-6 week

Treatment 1 - 1 week 0.0241***
(0.004)

Treatment 2 - 1 week 0.0269***
(0.004)

Treatment 3 - 1 week 0.0366***
(0.004)

Treatment 1 - 6 week 0.0166*** 0.0333*** 0.0283*** 0.0112***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Treatment 2 - 6 week 0.0217*** 0.0394*** 0.0382*** 0.0088***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Treatment 3 - 6 week 0.0390*** 0.0468*** 0.0485*** 0.0088***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Observations 20,609 20,677 46,996 36,184 46,996
R-squared 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.001

Column (3) shows the overall migration that took place over the span of 6 weeks and

Column (4) and (5) examine the migration of weeks 1-3 and weeks 4-6 respectively. The

columns show that the share of users migrating during the first three weeks of the experiment

is substantially larger than the share of users migrating in the last three weeks of the

experiment. This indicates that, although our incentives were enough to encourage migration

of the marginal users, they were not enough to substantially incentivize users that did not

own a credit card. In fact, Table C29 shows that users under our treatment groups were more

likely to use credit as a payment method more than 6 months after our experiment ended.

The table shows that, conditional on traveling between April and June of 2019 and having

taken a trip during the weeks of our experiments, the probabiliy of paying with credit is larger

for users in our treatment groups. Lastly, Table C30 in Appendix C.4 shows unconditional

migration rates – users registering a card in the application regardless of whether they took

trips during the weeks of the experiment. The table shows that the overall the unconditional

migration over the 6 weeks that the experiment lasted are similar to those presented in

Table 5.
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4.4 Net Consumer Surplus Lost in the Ban for Pure Cash Users

In this section, we use a variety of observations to estimate the consumer surplus lost in a

ban, taking into account the effect of those pure cash riders that choose to pay the fixed

cost and become pure credit users after the ban. To do so, we combine different aspects

of the theory with evidence gathered from several experiments. On the theoretical side

we use the specifications of preferences described in Section 3.6, with their implications

for demand derived in Appendix ??, the corresponding indirect utility functions derived in

Appendix B.4, and the conditions that fixed cost and indirect utility have to satisfy for the

optimal registration/adoption of credit cards, as described in equation (14) and equation (17).

We also use the parameters estimated in Experiment 2 for the demand of trips for pure cash

users, the elasticity of substitution between cash and credit estimated in Experiment 1 for

mixed users (which we assume applies to cash users), the migration rates under each of the

incentive levels described in Section 4.3 from Experiment 3, and the total migration and

change in the number of trips observed in the city of Puebla after the ban on cash. With this

information we jointly estimate the counterfactual share parameter α for pure cash users, the

parameters for the utility function U for composite rides for pure cash users (k and P̄ ), and

the distribution of the fixed cost G. Using these parameters we compute the net consumer

surplus loss. Appendix F goes over details of these calculations.

According to the evidence from Puebla, about 70% of the pure cash riders stop using Uber

after the ban of cash. From Table 3 our estimated elasticities at pre-ban prices are just below

1.4 for this group, so their consumer surplus loss is almost 0.49 of their yearly expenditure in

Uber. For the remaining 30% of riders the losses are smaller.25 Using the information from

Experiment III we obtain a lower bound for net consumer surplus lost for pure cash users of

about 0.47 of the yearly expenditure in Uber. Appendix F presents the detailed calculations

for this lower bound. It also shows the net consumer surplus lost computed cell-by-cell, where

the cells are percentiles of the distribution of the historical number of trips. The resulting

values are much higher due to the convexity of the consumer surplus and the large skewness

of this distribution.

25Indeed, in Appendix E we correct this estimate to take into account observable differences between
Puebla and the State of Mexico, which may lower this estimate up to 29% given that the State of Mexico is
slightly poorer and has less banking penetration. In the spirit of obtaining a lower bound on the consumer
surplus lost, we keep the 30% figure.
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5 Conclusion: Ban on Cash and Beyond

We combine a theoretical model with three large field experiments in Mexico to estimate the

consumer surplus of using cash as a payment method in Uber. The total consumer surplus

lost by a ban on the use of cash as a fraction of the total expenditure of Uber paid in cash is

a least 50%. We estimate a loss in consumer surplus of least 47% of the expenditure of pure

cash users, which account for 20% of total expenditure on Uber. For mixed users we estimate

a loss in consumer surplus of at about 25% of their expenditure in Uber, which account for

about 50% of total expenditure in Uber by all users. Adding up the loss of consumer surplus

from pure cash users and mixed users the consumer surplus lost is about 30% of the total

expenditure on Uber rides of these two groups. Taking into account that mixed users paid

in cash about 37% of their total expenditure in Uber, we obtain our 50% headline figure for

the lower bound of the consumer surplus lost in a ban on cash.26

We have several other findings which we believe are of independent interest. For instance,

in our field experiments we found that mixed users, those that use both payment methods,

have an elasticity of substitution between Uber rides paid in cash and Uber rides paid

in credit of about 3. We also found a statistically significant but small elasticity of the

adoption/registration of credit cards when riders are given incentives. A reward of 15 USD

increases the adoption rate by less than 5%, which is largely explained by the registering of

existing credit cards. We believe that these elasticities are of independent interest for the

literature on payment methods, and more generally, for the literature on money demand.

We think our result can be used to approximate the effect of similar policies applied in

other cities in Mexico and elsewhere, i.e. to estimate the cost of a cash ban as 1/2 of the

fares of Uber paid in cash. For instance, a ban on cash was in effect in the state of San Luis

Potośı, Mexico from mid July of 2019 to the end of September of the same year. Our results

are also relevant for Panama. While cash is accepted as means of payment everywhere, it

had a precarious legal status for almost three years. Cash had been originally banned, but

the implementation of the ban has been temporarily suspended by three consecutive decrees

from the government. It was then banned on September of 2019 until the Supreme Court

ruled the prohibition of cash as unconstitutional at the end of December of the same year.

We have estimated price elasticities for riders of different types in Panama that are similar

to those in the State of Mexico –see Section 4.2.1 and Appendix D. Thus, assuming the rest

of the parameters are as in the State of Mexico, the ban in cash in Panama will caused a

temporary consumer surplus lost of approximately 50% of the trips paid in cash in Panama

26The calculation for the consumer surplus lost in cash is the average of the consumer surplus of pure cash
users and mixed users weighted by their share on the total cash expenditures: 0.47 × 0.20

0.2+0.5×0.37 + 0.67 ×
0.5×0.37

0.2+0.5×0.37 = 0.56 > 0.5.
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at the time. Finally, our estimates are relevant for policies applied in the southern cone. For

instance, cash is banned in all cities of Uruguay, except Punta del Este. In Argentina, the

municipal government of the city of Buenos Aires, as a way to curtail the use of Uber, issued

a prohibition on the processing of credit cards payments, which had the implication that

credit cards were not accepted in the entire country, and hence for a while riders could only

pay in cash in Argentina. Motivated by this, we have estimated the consumer surplus losses

from a ban on credit, assuming that all the parameters are as in the state of Mexico –see

Appendix G for details. We found that the consumer surplus loss of a ban in credit is about

0.80 the expenditure on Uber paid in credit before the ban. This loss is higher than the one

for a ban on cash because for pure credit users it is fully equivalent to a ban on Uber, they

have larger expenditure and they are more inelastic. Moreover, for mixed users their share of

credit is 63%, so they are more affected by a ban of credit, than by a ban on cash. Lastly, our

findings of the low substitutability across payment methods imply that the optimal response

of shifting away from cash payments during the COVID-19 pandemic is not without cost to

users.
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